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Mobile data analysis may be very different in 

low-income countries than in high-income 

countries.

Analysis methods used in north America and 

western Europe may not be appropriate in sub-

Saharan Africa.

Mobile data analysis in LMICs vs HICs

http://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-
indicators/the-world-by-income-and-region.html

http://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-indicators/the-world-by-income-and-region.html


1. The types of data that the operator collects can be different.

2. The mobile network infrastructure may be different.

3. People use phones in a different way.

4. The behaviours that we study (e.g. mobility) are different.

What are the differences?



Mobile operators in high-income countries often retain signalling data.

This is extremely high-resolution data. The location of any phone that is switched on is

recorded once every few seconds or minutes.

1. Types of data

Huge volumes of data are generated. A lot of storage

space is required, and a lot of processing power if the

data are to be analysed.

By Argonne National Laboratory's Flickr page - originally posted to Flickr as Blue Gene. From Argonne National Laboratory. Uploaded using F2ComButton, CC BY-SA 2.0, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6412306



Signalling data can be used for e.g. traffic analysis.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/275273390_The_Cellular_Network_as_a_Sensor_From_Mobile_Phone_Data_to_Real-

Time_Road_Traffic_Monitoring (A. Janacek et al, IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2015)

1. Types of data

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/275273390_The_Cellular_Network_as_a_Sensor_From_Mobile_Phone_Data_to_Real-Time_Road_Traffic_Monitoring


Signalling data is expensive and resource-intensive for an operator to store and process.

Many operators therefore do not retain this data as it is of low value to them too.

1. Types of data

Only data that is essential to the operational 

running of the business is retained. But they 

always have CDRs as these are used for billing.

Therefore, ‘mobile data analysis’ in low-income 

countries usually means ‘CDR analysis’.



World Bank data show that > 99% of people in 

high-income countries have mobile coverage. 

It is lower for middle and low-income countries.

The number of cell towers per person is usually 

higher in HICs.

2. Mobile network infrastructure

Percent of population with mobile network coverage

https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/indicators/entrp.mob.cov?country=USA

https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/indicators/entrp.mob.cov?country=USA


The density of cell towers affects the uncertainty of the location estimate if the location

of the recording cell tower is the only available information.

2. Mobile network infrastructure



In e.g. Haiti, the uncertainty of the location estimate ~ distance between cell towers. In

rural areas this is several tens of km.

If triangulation can be used, then estimates are much better - in Boston (USA), estimates

from AirSage have an average uncertainty of 200-300 metres.
http://oro.open.ac.uk/35088/1/hbu2010_final.pdf

2. Mobile network infrastructure

http://oro.open.ac.uk/35088/1/hbu2010_final.pdf


https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.CEL.SETS.P2?end=2017&locations=US-GH-NP-MZ-BF&start=2012

3. Differences in phone usage

The number of people with mobile phones, and the 

number of phones per person, is different.

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.CEL.SETS.P2?end=2017&locations=US-GH-NP-MZ-BF&start=2012


3. Differences in phone usage

It is more common for people in LMICs to use 

multiple SIMs.

https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/research/2017/01/variable-network-quality-a-

key-driver-of-multi-sim-ownership/597/

“The GSMA Intelligence Consumer Survey 2016 

shows that variable network quality is the second 

biggest driver of multi-SIM ownership.”

https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/research/2017/01/variable-network-quality-a-key-driver-of-multi-sim-ownership/597/


3. Differences in phone usage

https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/research/2017/01/variable-network-quality-a-key-driver-

of-multi-sim-ownership/597/

“In developing countries however, more than a third of multi-SIM users claimed they switch 

between different operators to make use of the best call quality in certain locations.”

“Price sensitivity also remains a strong factor in countries such as Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, 

Tanzania and other developing economies, where up to a third of multi-SIM users say they 

regularly buy new SIM cards to take advantage of discounts and promotions”.

https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/research/2017/01/variable-network-quality-a-key-driver-of-multi-sim-ownership/597/


People often use multiple SIMs.

And we know from ICT surveys that family members/friends often share a SIM.

Therefore the assumption of “1 SIM = 1 person” isn’t always valid.

3. Differences in phone usage



We know that many family members often share a phone. Why is this important?

If we have a sequence of locations:

→.→ → → → → → → →

Did 1 person visit all 4 locations [A B C D]?

Or did person 1 visit [A B C] and another visit [A B D]?

3. Differences in phone usage - SIM sharing

A B C A A A B A D



A lot of people use their phones infrequently (e.g. less than once a week) in LMICs.

Imagine you want to know whether someone has been displaced from their home.

Here are the locations that you see people at each day:

Person 1: → → →→. → → → →

Person 2: → → → → → → →

Person 3: → → → → → → →

3. Differences in phone usage – calling frequency

A A A A A A B B

A ? ? ? A ? ? B

A ? ? ? ? ? ? B



What would you assume about the days when there is no data?

What conclusions would you draw? How many people were displaced?

3. Differences in phone usage – calling frequency



Mobile phone data allows us to observe mobility behaviour. This may be inherently 

different in different countries. 

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/SSS/SSS10/paper/viewFile/1095/1357 (A.Rubio, Artificial Intelligence for Development, 2010)

4. Differences in mobility behaviour

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/SSS/SSS10/paper/viewFile/1095/1357


It is important to think whether observed differences are really due to inherent

differences in behaviour, or whether they are artefacts of reduced temporal or spatial

resolution.

Example: if Person 1 has been seen to visit 2 locations, and Person 2 has been seen to

visit 4 locations, does Person 1 travel less than Person 2, or do they just use their phone

less?

4. Differences in mobility behaviour



Mobility in post-disaster scenarios

Disease transmission e.g. malaria

Dynamic population mapping – fluctuating demand for public services

Poverty-mapping

Example analyses that are relevant in LMICs



FlowKit: 

An open-source tool to enable access to, and 

analysis of, mobile phone data



- An open-source (free, publicly available) set of tools developed by Flowminder.

- Supported by Digital Impact Alliance.

- Provides an interface between the mobile operator’s data and the analyst.

- Provides operator with fine control and visibility into who can access what data.

- Enables people with no previous experience to quickly begin basic analysis.

- Enables experienced analysts to obtain more flexible access to the data.

What is FlowKit?



https://digitalimpactalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FlowKit_UnlockingthePowerofMobileData.pdf

FlowKit white paper

https://digitalimpactalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FlowKit_UnlockingthePowerofMobileData.pdf


Analyse the effect of a disaster by measuring the change in behaviour (flows) after a

disaster.

Demo – example analysis

R.Wilson et al, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4779046/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4779046/

